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WebSphere Liberty z/OS
Topology Design Considerations
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Objective of this Presentation

Provide information on different Liberty server topology options and 
provide a framework for discussions on pros and cons

This topic has a few "good practices" related to it, and we will offer 
those where they apply.

But in general, this is more about understanding the options and 
deciding upon them based on your business needs.
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Server Creation and the WLP_USER_DIR

Install File System

/bin

server server create <server_name>

UNIX environment variables /<WLP_USER_DIR>

/servers

/<server_name>

server.xml

Key Points:

• This directory can be anywhere the ID used to create the server has WRITE access

• You can create many servers under this WLP_USER_DIR location

• You can make use of many different WLP_USER_DIR locations

JAVA_HOME=<path to 64-bit Java>
WLP_USER_DIR=<where you want server created>
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Multiple Servers Under a Given WLP_USER_DIR

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

/servers

/T1SERV01

/apps

/logs

/resources

server.xml

/T1SERV02

/T1SERV03

/T1SERV04

:

/T1SERVnn

/shared

/apps

/config

Reasons for doing this:
• Organize related servers under a single administrative location

For example, servers used for testing are under the same WLP_USER_DIR

• Easy backup/restore of related servers
Create WLP_USER_DIR, mount file system, then create servers

• Restrict access based on file owner and group permissions
Users not involved in what the servers do are not given access to the directory

• Provide easy access to shared apps and configuration with variables
For example, ${shared.app.dir} resolves to the /shared/apps directory under the 
WLP_USER_DIR
Note: it is possible to share artifacts between WLP_USER_DIR locations.  You can provide an explicit path to 
the shared application or configuration "include" file.

No architectural limit to how many servers can be created under a 
given WLP_USER_DIR.  Make sure your proposed naming 

convention can accommodate what you anticipate you will create.
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Multiple WLP_USER_DIR Locations

Reasons for doing this:
• Isolate servers by functional purpose

For example, Test, QA, Prod1, Prod2

• Restrict access based on file owner 
and group permissions
Again, the purpose is to keep those not 
related to the server function out, and to 
allow those related in.

/T1Servers

/servers

/T1SERV01

/apps

/logs

/resources

server.xml

/T1SERV02

/T1SERV03

/T1SERV04

:

/T1SERVnn

/shared

/apps

/config

/P2Servers

/servers

/P2SERV01

/apps

/logs

/resources

server.xml

/P2SERV02

/P2SERV03

/P2SERV04

:

/P2SERVnn

/shared

/apps

/config
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Can WLP_USER_DIR Span LPARs in a Sysplex?

/shared/T1Servers

/servers

/T1SERV01

/apps

/logs

/resources

server.xml

/T1SERV02

/T1SERV03

/T1SERV04

:

/T1SERVnn

/shared

/apps

/config

LPAR A LPAR B
Answer: yes, this is possible
• The WLP_USER_DIR must be accessible to LPARs

• z/OS JCL start procedure accessible to LPARs

• Underlying SAF artifacts present to allow server start

• Server configuration permits start on the specific LPAR
Ports specified are available for use; host= value permits binding

Unlike WAS Traditional, there is no system affinity established when 
the server is created.  The server can be started on any system 
where the underlying artifacts permit the server to be started.

Considerations:
• The WLP_USER_DIR file system will be owned by one 

LPAR, so it's possible cross-LPAR write may occur
With ZFS and z/OS 1.13 or higher this is less of a concern than before

• It is possible to point a server to a non-default output 
directory (WLP_OUTPUT_DIR) which would allow that 
output to be owned by the LPAR where server operates

In an upcoming chart we provide 
an illustration of customizing the 

JCL proc to assist with this.  
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LPAR-Specific WLP_USER_DIR Locations Related to the Same Function?

/P2ServersA

/servers

/P2SRV01A

/apps

/logs

/resources

server.xml

/P2SRV02A

/P2SRV03A

/P2SRV04A

:

/P2SRVnnA

/shared

/apps

/config

/P2ServersB

/servers

/P2SRV01B

/apps

/logs

/resources

server.xml

/P2SRV02B

/P2SRV03B

/P2SRV04B

:

/P2SRVnnB

/shared

/apps

/config

LPAR A LPAR B

Answer: yes, this is possible
• There is no technical reason why servers for a 

functional area must be contained in the same 
WLP_USER_DIR

• If you do this, adjust your naming convention:
• Start name with same prefix across all LPARs
• Consider appending name with LPAR identifier

• Each WLP_USER_DIR will likely have its own JCL 
start procedure(s).  By default the JCL has a fixed 
pointer to the WLP_USER_DIR, so sharing across 
locations requires some customization
It's possible to pass in a parameter and resolve the USERDIR= 
location accordingly

• FYI: a collective cluster may reside within a 
WLP_USER_DIR or span WLP_USER_DIRs.
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The JCL Start Procedure for a Liberty z/OS Server

//<name> PROC PARMS='<server_name>'

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//  SET INSTDIR='<path to your install location>'

//  SET USERDIR='<path to your WLP_USER_DIR location>' 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=BPXBATSL,REGION=0M,TIME=NOLIMIT,

//  PARM='PGM &INSTDIR./lib/native/zos/s390x/bbgzsrv &PARMS'

//WLPUDIR  DD PATH='&USERDIR.'

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//*MSGLOG   DD SYSOUT=*

//*STDENV   DD PATH='/etc/system.env',PATHOPTS=(ORDONLY)

//*STDOUT   DD PATH='&ROOT/std.out', 

//*            PATHOPTS=(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OTRUNC), 

//*            PATHMODE=SIRWXU

//*STDERR   DD PATH='&ROOT/std.err', 

//*            PATHOPTS=(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OTRUNC), 

//*            PATHMODE=SIRWXU 

1 2

3

4

1. Proc Name
BBGZSRV by default; this would be whatever you 
name your copy of proc

2. Server Name
By default this is 'defaultServer' and you can 
override with PARMS= on the START command.

Or you can dedicate a JCL proc to a server by 
hard-coding the server name here and start with 
START <proc>

3. INSTDIR=
This variable points to where the installation file 
system is mounted

4. USERDIR=
This variable points to where the WLP_USER_DIR 
is for the server

By default this restricts a JCL proc to a single 
WLP_USER_DIR.  You could customized and pass 
in a parameter that resolves this to a path so one 
JCL could be used for multiple WLP_USER_DIRs.
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A Variation on the Default JCL Start Procedure

//BBGZSRV PROC PARMS='defaultServer',MYLPAR='lpar'

//*------------------------------------------------------

//  SET INSTDIR='/usr/lpp/zWebSphere/Liberty/V16004'

//  SET USERDIR='/shared/T1Servers' 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=BPXBATSL,REGION=0M,TIME=NOLIMIT,

//  PARM='PGM &INSTDIR./lib/native/zos/s390x/bbgzsrv &PARMS'

//WLPUDIR  DD PATH='&USERDIR./&MYLPAR.'

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

:

/shared/T1Servers

/LPARA

/servers

/T1SRV01A

/T1SRV02A

/LPARB

/servers

/T1SRV01B

/T1SRV02B

Think of this as a "sub" WLP_USER_DIR, 
or a "root" WLP_USER_DIR.

The WLP_USER_DIR used when 
creating these servers.  This file 

system is mounted and owned by  
LPAR A in this example.

The WLP_USER_DIR used when 
creating these servers.  This file 

system is mounted and owned by  
LPAR B in this example.

The z/OS START command in this case would be:
START BBGZSRV,PARMS='T1SRV01A',JOBNAME=T1SRV01A,MYLPAR='LPARA'

Not just multi-LPAR ... this can be used for any scenario where you wish to use a JCL start 
procedure for different WLP_USER_DIR locations that are under the same "sub-" or "root-" 
WLP_USER_DIR location.
This also reinforces the idea that the JCL start procedure is really not that complicated ... all it's doing is constructing a path under which 
the named server is found so it can start the server.
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Revisit the Naming Convention Issue Relative to z/OS START Command

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

/servers

/T1SERV01

/apps

/logs

/resources

server.xml

/T1SERV02

/T1SERV03

/T1SERV04

:

/T1SERVnn

/shared

/apps

/config

START <proc>,PARMS=<server_name>,JOBNAME=<server_name>

1

2 3 4

1. Server name
Limit to 8 characters, and make uppercase.  This can then be the JCL start proc 
name (if dedicated procs) and JOBNAME.  Also means PARMS= on START will 
work if that is folded to uppercase, which can happen if /START.

2. JCL start procedure name
If shared proc, then at a minimum have the starting prefix value of server match 
that for the JCL start procedure.  If dedicated procs, then proc name = server 
name.

3. PARMS= value
If passed in on START, then having the server name uppercase means if value is 
folded up (as will happen with /START) then match on directory works.

4. JOBNAME= value
If shared proc, then specify the JOBNAME and make equal to the server name. 
If dedicated proc, then proc name = server name, and JOBNAME can default to 
the proc name.
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Some JCL Start Proc Considerations

One JCL start procedure used by 
all servers under WLP_USER_DIR

Each server has its own 
dedicated JCL start procedure

• Specify PARMS= on START to pass in server name

• Specify JOBNAME=<server_name> to uniquely identify server

• If one ID for all servers, then STARTED <proc>.*

• If each server has its own unique ID, then STARTED <proc>.<jobname>

• If you change INSTDIR= in proc, it will apply to all servers upon next restart

• Make a unique copy of JCL for each server and name equal to server name

• Do not specify PARMS= on START command

• If one ID for all servers, then STARTED <prefix>*.*

• If each server has its own unique ID, then STARTED <proc>.*

• Provides more granularity for INSTDIR= or other JCL differentiation

Blended combination of 
the two is also possible

Question 1 -- Shared JCL start procedure, or each server has its own dedicated JCL start procedure?

Question 2 -- Server task ID assignment strategy ... one ID for all servers, or each server with unique ID?
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Symbolic Links Used Between JCL and Installation File System

/symlink

Version 8.5.5.9

Version 16.0.0.2Liberty 
Servers

INSTDIR=/symlink
JCL

In WAS Traditional we called this 
"Intermediate Symbolic Links," 

and we used this as a way to 
move nodes in a cell one-by-one 

to a new level of code.

Notes:
• This can be problematic when dynamic update is on and the symbolic link is changed to a different level

There is a risk a running server will attempt a dynamic load of function.  If the symlink has changed it may load code of a different level with code 
already loaded.  The results could be unpredictable.

• If you have one JCL shared across all servers under WLP_USER_DIR, this does not provide much value
One INSTDIR= going through the symlink is no better than the one INSTDIR= pointing directly at the installation directory.

• If dynamic update is off for all servers under the WLP_USER_DIR, and you have a unique JCL proc for each server, then
this can make switching over all servers at once easier
Imagine 100 JCL procs all pointing to the symbolic link.  Change the symlink.  All 100 servers will go to the new level on next server restart.

But this means you lose some granularity in moving some servers to the new level but leaving others on old level.

To overcome that loss of granularity you could have some JCL procs point to symlink and others to the installation path directly.
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Specifying a Different WLP_OUTPUT_DIR for a Server

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

/servers

/T1SERV01

/apps

/dropins

/logs

/resources

server.xml

server.env

/workarea

/<server>

/<server>

/shared

/apps

/config

Notes:
• Code WLP_OUTPUT_DIR = /<path> in server.env

• Mount a file system at that location

• When you start the server, it will direct the /logs, /resources, and 
/workarea (along with a few other files) to the new output directory

• If you're going to do this, it is a good practice to do this before you join 
this server to a collective
The act of joining a server to a collective creates SSH keys under the /resources directory.  
If later you direct output to a different location, the collective SSH keys will not be present.  
Your server will no longer operate correctly in the collective.

Value of This:

• This provides a way of having the task ID be different from the 
configuration file owning ID (see the "Security" unit for more)

• This provides a way to direct large amounts of output (traces, etc.) to a 
location outside the configuration file system.
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WLP_USER_DIR and Collectives

Server

Server

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

LPAR B

Server

Server

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

Server

Server

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

LPAR A

Server

Server

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

LPAR Y

Server

Server

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

Server

Server

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

LPAR X

Server

Server

/<WLP_USER_DIR>

Sysplex Sysplex LUW

The Liberty Collective design is quite flexible ... there is nothing that dictates a collective must remain within 
a WLP_USER_DIR.  It can span WLP_USER_DIRs; it can span Sysplexes; it can span CECs; it can span platforms.

The more environments the collective spans, the more you have to think about names, security policies, and 
coordinating digital certificates.  So build collectives based on what makes sense.
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Removing a Server from a WLP_USER_DIR

/T1Servers

/servers

/T1SERV01

/apps

/logs

/resources

server.xml

/T1SERV02

/T1SERV03

/T1SERV04

:

/T1SERVnn

/shared

/apps

/config

Simply delete the server directory and all underlying directories

Notes:

• If the server is a member of a collective, process a "remove member" 
command first so the collective controller knows about the removal.

• If the server has WLP_OUTPUT_DIR specified to a different location, 
then be sure to delete those artifacts as well.

• If the server had a dedicated JCL start procedure, be sure to delete that.

• If the server had a dedicated started task ID, then that would need to be 
removed as well (unless you intend to use the ID for another server)
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Summary

The WLP_USER_DIR is a UNIX environment variable that controls where a server 
will be created when the server create command is issued

Multiple servers can exist under a WLP_USER_DIR location

Multiple WLP_USER_DIR locations can exist

Consider the WLP_USER_DIR as an organizational element:

• Group related servers under a WLP_USER_DIR

• Separate unrelated servers by WLP_USER_DIR

• Use UNIX file ownership and permissions to secure files (see "Security" unit)

http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SS7K4U_liberty/as_ditamaps/was900_welcome_liberty_zos.html

WebSphere Liberty 16.0.0.x Knowledge Center

http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SS7K4U_liberty/as_ditamaps/was900_welcome_liberty_zos.html

